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if the player is in a position where they can successfully assassinate an enemy, the player will be
able to perform a stealth kill by pressing the l, r, or x button. you can also use a bladed weapon in

order to perform a stealth kill, but this is a very rare occurrence. you can also use a weapon in order
to perform a stealth kill by pressing a button on the controller. in order to successfully perform a
stealth kill, you must press the buttons at the right time and in the correct order. if the player has
the correct item and performs the stealth kill, you will have completed the mission successfully.

some missions require the player to defeat the enemy in order to complete the mission successfully.
these enemies are called bosses. if the player defeats a boss, they will become a teammate. while
battling an enemy, the player can take cover in the shadows and remain hidden. players will not be
detected if they are in a shadowed area. the player can pick up special items and weapons in the
game, and use these items for various purposes. the items include: wooden poles, bamboo tubes,

and shurikens. some weapons include katanas, and rubbles. tenchu 3's first chapter is gemini, which
is an homage to the classic japanese tv game show million dollar password and includes a

companion app that lets you play it on your smartphone or tablet. the show was highly publicized
when it debuted, winning high ratings and was so popular that it went on for four seasons. the app is

actually quite good. here's what you do: pick a four digit pin number, which is then compared
against a series of other pin numbers and the corresponding letters that they contain. as with the

show, if you get the right four numbers, you'll win a million dollars. it's interesting, but if you pick a
really obscure four-digit pin, it's probably not going to win you any money. you have two tries to get
it right, and if you get it wrong on the first try, you lose. the game is available for ios devices, like the

iphone and ipad, but the android version is horribly buggy.
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the first real chapter of
the game is gemini, which

is an homage to the
classic japanese tv game

show million dollar
password and includes a
companion app that lets
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ratings and was so
popular that it went on for
four seasons. the app is

actually quite good.
here's what you do: pick a

four digit pin number,
which is then compared
against a series of other

pin numbers and the
corresponding letters that
they contain. as with the
show, if you get the right
four numbers, you'll win a

million dollars. it's
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interesting, but if you pick
a really obscure four-digit

pin, it's probably not
going to win you any
money. you have two

tries to get it right, and if
you get it wrong on the
first try, you lose. the

game is available for ios
devices, like the iphone

and ipad, but the android
version is horribly buggy.

the game's second
chapter, ouroboros, takes
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place in a japanese-style
city called "grand bazaar"
and features many of the
same enemies as tenchu

2. in fact, the game's
third chapter, tenchu 3:

wrath of heaven, is a
direct sequel to tenchu 2.

the game's fourth and
final chapter, tenchu:
return from darkness,

takes place outside of the
city of "grand bazaar" in a

large, outdoor complex
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named "shrine of ryu".
the fifth and final chapter,
tenchu: stealth assassins,
takes place in "shrine of

ryu" as well. tenchu 3 has
a number of additions and

improvements over
tenchu 2, including new
enemies, weapons, and

puzzles. it is the first
game in the series to
support online play
through playstation

network. if you've got the
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thumbs of an ultimate
fighting championship

(ufc) fighter, you'll have a
lot of fun with this game.
just make sure you've got

a soft phone line! the
game is a sequel to

tenchu 2. it is rated "m"
for mature for blood and
gore. there is extensive

fighting in this game, so it
is not recommended for

children under 17.
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